MINUTES FROM 9/20/18 MEETING
The meeting was opened by Dave Williams at7PM. Following opening remarks and a motion to
accept the previous month’s minutes he introduced Deputy Barnhill.
SHERIFF’S REPORT: LT. Barnhill briefly discussed the many hours that he and his team had worked
during the storm and that no one from Greenhurst has requested home checks while they were gone.
The neighborhood experienced a larger than usual number of incidents.
 8/25 Roberta Dr. Theft of TV,$250 in change, Pitbull safe, ammo, and a BB gun were stolen.
 8/27Burglary: entry through the kitchen window. Missing is a purse containing $385 and
personal papers.
 Susan Dr. & Wendy Way on same date, neighbors complained of multiple gun shots from this
area.
 Terry: Theft from motor vehicle: tools DeWalt drill, Bosch impact gun.
 Bailey: Motor vehicle parts, and license plate missing. Perp arrested in N. Charleston.
 Beau Ct. Report of $971 and a quantity of Adderall medication missing.
 Greenhurst: Anonymous caller reported Garage window broken and owner discovered $4942,
several game devices, a go pro camera and jewelry was missing.
 Braly: on 9/12 someone entered through back window and TV and 2 play stations as well as
HP Laptop, checkbook and a362 weapon were missing.
 Susan Dr. juveniles broke in through back window, were observed running towards Terry.
Owner reported$75 cash and 80 Adderall meds missing.
 9/19 Roberta Dr.: attempted murder when two residents were arguing and one pulled a gun
and the other tried to grab the barrel. The weapon discharged and the victim’s hand was
injured.
 Eliza Lane: several members reported s Silver car speeding out of the area several times in
the AM.
 Susan Dr. 9/11 rear door broken. Residence ransacked no report yet on missing items.
Treasurer reported a balance of $455.
Webmaster reported further problems with the Carrington Chase Gate. Two emergency vehicles were
observed entering the gate but later the gate did not respond to their signal. Later the gate was
observed by neighbor to be open and a bolt was on the ground that had come from the gate’s arm.
Carrington Chase’s Sales office was called but the person did not appear to have correct information.
The message our caller left was that C.C. was responsible for the repair and it was fixed promptly.
Member Keith brought up the fact that he is a HAM RADIO operator and even when power is off he
can get information. We will keep this in mind for future storms.
Secretary will decorate a fall theme at the center soon.
Old Business: webmaster noted that the group homes we have discussed before still appear to have
several calls for EMS monthly and no new information has been supplied about the management.
No new business.
Meeting adjourned @8PM.

